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Y
Word
YAFFER
YAFFLE
YAFFUL
YALLER
YAM
YAP
YARBS
YARK
YARKS /YORKS
YAS
YAW
YAW
YELLER
YELLOW-JANDERS
YEND
YES
YESDAY
YET

YEWE
YIT
YOCK / YERK / YOLK
YOLL
YOU / YEW / YOW
YOU PARTY

YOURN
YOWLIN’
YUCK
YUCK
YUZON

Meaning
heifer
A loose armful. To pull about. An undetermined by small amount of something, e.g.
hay
a handful or armful
Yellow
To eat greedily
A short snapping bark of a dog
Herbs
Sudden jerk or pull. “He gived the rein such a yark, ‘e nearly pulled the bit through the
back of the ‘oss’s mouth.”
Straps worn below knees to keep legs of trousers out of mud
Yes / Agreement
Sheep / Ewe
You
Yellow
Jaundice
End to end
See Jago P. 314
Yesterday
Gate. “Best shut the yet on our way out, there’s cows in that field.” They also served
to prevent dragging when bending he knees. Childern were told they were to stop
snakes crawlin’ up yer leg! I remembwer the local council hedge trimmer used to wear
them.
A arming implement / A dung fork
Yet
the greasy impurity of a sheeps fleece
A female cat
You. Doesn’t ‘yow’ sound much more convivial amongst friends than ‘you’?
Used when adderessing a group of people. Perhaps you’re at the adult Sunday School
tea party, the lady serving at the end of table might say to you all, “You party, want
moore taa do ee?”
Yours
Howling. Crying in distress
to hiccough
A yoke / An ox-yoke. Formerly ‘Breachy’ pigs had yokes tied around their necks to
prevent them climbing hedges.
A manger or feeding trough
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Z
Word

Meaning

ZACKLEY
ZACKLY/ZACKY
ZAD
ZADE OR ZAPY
ZAM
ZAM-SAWDERED/ZAM
ZOODLED/ZAMZAUKED
ZANG
ZAPE or ZAPY
ZAWKEMIN / ZAWKIN
ZAWKER
ZAWN

Exactly
Exactly see Cousin-Jacky
Sad
A blackhead / A fool
Sam “Zam, pick up thy musket Zam.”
Anything ill-cooked or over cooked. “Dawn’t be late fer yer dinner ‘t ‘ill be all zamzoodled.”
See sang. “Uncle Sam zang in the choir fer farty years!”
A blockhead or fool
stupid or thickheaded
A dull stupid fellow
A sea cavern. Hole in cliff. A cleft or a rift in a sea cliff. Zawn equates to the Cornish
word Chasm a sea inlet.
worn out, aged, witherd, sere
Alleged descendant of ‘Honey’ the son of Tom the giant. @Another boy is born ….
As the cow is not to hand …. He was nursed by a goat and it is said a class of his
descendants are yet known as Zennor Goats. From (Hunt, Popular Romances 1865)
A great fat woman
Work alongside a hole before breaking it down
underground slow stream of water. Also to leak or to be sluggish
See SOG
See SOGGY “The ol’ ground’s a bit zoggy this orning’ mind yu, tis no wonder, we
‘ad a guts full o’ rain in the night.”
Used as a word of reproof
To faint, to sink down
The essence or best part of anything
To smarten-up. "To maak un zukky"
Sir
A Scythe
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21 words Further additions to be submitted

ZEER
ZENNOR GOAT

ZESS / SESS
ZEW
ZIGHYR/ZIGGER/ ZIGURE
ZOG
ZOGGY
ZONDERKIMS/ ZOUNDTIKENS
ZOUNDY AWAY
ZUGGANS
ZUKKY
ZUR / SUR
ZYE / ALSO SYE

